The general reflexes of the Proto-Slavic old long circumflex (*  ) in Croatian have been known for a long time. In monosyllabic and disyllabic words (not counting the final yers) it yields Croatian long falling accent (  ), cf. PS *go rdъ > Croat. gra d 'town' and PS *zo lto > Croat. zla to 'gold'. In contrast to this, the old *  is shortened in trisyllabic and polysyllabic words, cf. PS *sy nove > Croat. sı novi (: sı n < *sy nъ) 'sons', PS *po rsęte > Croat. pra seta (: pra se < *po rsę) 'pig'. This is uncontroversial and widely accepted 2 . However, this simplified approach does not really tell us what happens with the 'inbetween' cases, i.e. what happens with the words that have three syllables including the yers. In these cases, one finds examples which are not really clear at first glance, for instance the preservation of length in cases like gla dno < *go ldьno 'hungry' but shortening in cases like mu ško < *mǫ žь-sko 'male' (: mu ž < *mǫ žь 'man'), or the preservation of length in cases like bu banj < *bǫ bьnъ 'drum' but shortening in cases like vje čan < *vě čьnъ 'eternal' (: vije k < *vě kъ 'age'). It is obvious that some kind of explanation has to be given here since the quoted simple rule about disyllables and trisyllables does not help us here.
I have tackled this problem already in one of my articles (Kapović 2005a: 77-81) and I believe that the explanation given there is basically correct (cf. also Kapović 2008: 13). However, some very important examples have not been discussed in that article and the case of the words like *mǫ žьsko has not been properly explained there. Thus, a more detailed approach to the subject is needed as well as careful examination of additional data. That is the purpose of this article.
I have already tried to explain the shortening of pretonic length in Slavic with the help of morae. The claim is that pretonic lengths in Slavic are shortened in front of two or more morae (cf. Kapović 2005a: 101 and Holzer 2007: 74-75). There, the concept of morae is used to explain in which positions pretonic lengths are shortened and in which ones they are preserved. Mora is defined as follows: Slavic originally long vowels (*a, *ě, *i, *u, *y, *ę, *ǫ and diphthongs *or, *er, *ol, *el, *ъr, *ьr, *ъl, *ьl) count like two morae 3 , Slavic originally short vowels (*e, *o) count as one mora and the yers, the 'reduced' vowels (*ъ, *ь) count as half a mora. In this article, I shall try to prove that the shortening of the old long circumflex in Croatian can be explained via the morae concept as well.
THE CONDITIONS OF THE SHORTENING OF THE LONG CIRCUMFLEX
Here I shall adduce examples for the long circumflex shortening rule, which point to a variant treatment of the long circumflex in Croatian due to syllabic structure, i.e. to the number of morae after the long circumflex. The examples provided are those with a regular reflex. Words with analogical changes will be dealt with in the following text.
1) PS *my > Northern Čakavian/Kajkavian mı we 2) PS *da rъ > Croat. da r gift 3) *zo lto > zla to gold c) *bǫ bьnъ > bu banj drum d) *mǫ žьsko > mu ško male e) *mo ldostь > mla dōst youth f) *sy nove > sı novi sons
The example of mı shows the preservation of the long circumflex in monosyllabic words 4 . Additional examples from the same dialects are tı thou, vı you. As for Štokavian, one could cite aorist 2nd and 3rd person sg. like pı < *pı 'drank' (from pı ti 'drink') for the same kind of development. However, these kinds of examples are not really reliable since it is quite certain that their actual Proto-Slavic form was *pı tъ 5 and that the ending *-tъ was subsequently lost in Croatian (like in the 3rd sg. of the present tense).
Examples like da r and zla to are not problematic. The long circumflex is always preserved in such examples. The short falling accent in cases like the prefixed 2nd/3rd person aorist like na pı (from nàpiti 'get drunk') is either regular from the form *na pitъ (which would behave like *mo ldostь) or is analogical to po pı (from pòpiti 'drink up') that has an original short vowel 6 . Like da r and zla to, the reflexes mla dōst and sı novi are also not very problematic and here I refer to Kapović 2005a: 80-81. However, a few things need to be discussed. Basically, there is no difference between shortening in mla dōst and shortening in mu ško. In both cases, the long circumflex is shortened in front of one and a half mora (one full vowel + one yer), the difference being only in their sequence. Thus, it seems logical to assume that the long circumflex was treated in the same way in both cases. The shortening like mla dōst also explains why prepositions, conjunctions and particles that obtain the absolute initial falling accent in the enclinomena forms of the mobile accentual paradigm (a. p. c) 7 like na glāvu < *na golvǫ 'on the head' almost always have  . Forms like nı bōg < *nı bogъ behave like *mo ldostь and forms like na oko < *na oko 'on the eye' behave like *sy nove. However, there is one exception -dialectal forms like za me < *za mę 'for me', na te < *na tę 'on you' etc. 8 Here, the long falling accent is preserved like in the example zla to.
There are some examples in which there seems to be no shortening of the sı novi type. A case in point would be possessive adjectives ending in -ov like vu kov, vu kovo 9 'wolf's' or mu žev, mu ževo 'husband's', where one would expect shortening. However, these are easily explained by analogy to the basic nouns vu k, mu ž. Cf. the original shortened forms in dial. forms ku movu (fem. acc. sg.), ku movi (masc. nom. pl.) from ku m -ku ma 'best man' in Donja Bebrina in Posavina (Old Štokavian) 10 . In the standard language, the accent is levelled -ku mov, ku movi by analogy to ku m. See also a place name Vu kovo Selo in the Lower Sutla (donjosutlanski) Kajkavian/ Čakavian dialect 11 and compare it with the usual possessive adjective vu kovo. Secondary analogical length of the same type is also seen in the name Tije lovo 'Corpus Christi', where the orthography +Tijelovo, itself points to the length. This is analogical to the basic form tije lo 'body' and the original shortened form can be seen in the alternative form Tje lovo, which is also a very common pronunciation. 6 The former is a possibility in the case one would refrain from reconstructing the ending *-tъ in these aorist forms. There are more problems concerning examples like *bǫ bьnъ > bu banj and *mǫ žьsko > mu ško. Here we propose that the old long circumflex is regularly maintained in words like bu banj (i.e. words having two yers after the circumflex) and that it is shortened in all other cases -that is, in all cases that have one full vowel plus a yer, two full vowels etc. So the limit of the preservation of length is at two yers after the accent, i.e. one mora. Since every yer counts as half a mora, two yers count as just one mora, so examples like *bǫ bьnъ are in mora terms the same as examples like *zo lto and that is why the length of the circumflex is preserved there. That is also why we posit the one mora law that says: Proto-Slavic long circumflex is preserved in Croatian only in front of one or fewer morae 12 .
There are a couple of problems with examples like *bǫ bьnъ > bu banj. First of all, one would expect shortening in the oblique forms of the word. Forms like *bǫ bьna (gen. sg.) and *bǫ bьnu (dat. sg.) should yield *bu bnja, *bu bnju, in the same way as *mǫ žьsko yields mu ško. It is obvious that the attested forms bu bnja, bu bnju are analogical to the nom/acc. sg. bu banj. This kind of levelling is clearly attested in the word lakat 'elbow'. Here, in place of Proto-Slavic *o lkъtь we find in Croatian two variants: la kat and la kat, both widely attested in various dialects. How did this situation come about? What we expect from the old *o lkъtь, gen. sg. *o lkъti is Croatian *la kat, gen. sg. *la kta (with a transfer to o-stems). This alternation was then resolved by various dialects generalizing one form or the other 13 . Another clear case of shortening of the mu ško type is the acc. sg. dje cu < *dě  tьcǫ 'children' (cf. dijéte 'child'). The nom. sg. form djèca has the short syllable by analogy to the forms with the initial accent. As for the form sr ce 'heart', I shall not discuss this problematic form here again. There are many indices that point to the Proto-Slavic form *sь rdьce and thus to the shortening of the old long circumflex, but this kind of form is problematic in Proto-Slavic (one would expect *sьrdьce ). For more cf. Kapović 2005a: 80f and Kapović 2005b.
The main chunk of evidence for different results of levellings in the la kat/la kat type words comes from *-ьnъ and *-ъkъ adjectives. Here, in accentual paradigm c one can reconstruct Proto-Slavic forms like: *go lsьnъ -*golsьna -*go lsьno 'loud' and *tę gъkъ -*tę gъka -*tę gъko 'heavy' (cf. Дыбо 1981: 94, 107, Дыбо 2000: 159, 171). Up until now, it has been mostly taken for granted that length is preserved in forms like Croat. gla san -glásna -gla sno and te žak -téška -te ško. However, according to the one mora law we posited, one would not expect a complete maintenance of length but a complicated set of short/long alternations in various forms of these adjectives.
forms are present (like in gla san/gla san < *go lsьnъ or te žak/te žak < *tę gъkъ) 16 . Generalizing the length meant maintenance of the a. p. C mobile accent, while generalizing the shortened forms meant a shift to a. p. A (gla san -gla sna -gla sno).
Here is the exact situation in In the *-ъkъ adjectives, the end results are slightly different, looking at the numbers of various types of levellings (but there are far fewer examples here than in *-ьnъ adjectives): a) only short stem attested brı dak sharp, dr zak daring, kre pak, kr hak fragile, sla dak sweet
